
Shakila Sabor: Good morning, I’m Shakila Sabor, from Afghanistan, belonging to RAWA- Revolution 
Association of Women of Afghanistan. As my colleagues yesterday talked about the role of UN in Afghanistan, 
and as well another guy from Afghanistan talked about terrorism. Today, I want to talk what’s really happening 
about the poverty. Dear friends, I belong to a country that was in war over two decades. So the poverty is 
going to increase day by day in Afghanistan. We can see that a lot of children and women are begging in the 
streets; the streets of Kabul are full beggars as well prostitutes. This is the reasons of poverty; right now we 
can see they don’t have money to feed their children and that’ why they sell their children, they go to 
prostitution. Thousands of people are dieing everyday in Afghanistan, and the level of begging and prostitutes 
is increasing day by day. So, here we can say “What’s the role of NGO right now in Afghanistan?”. The money 
is coming from different countries to Afghanistan for the reconstruction of Afghanistan and as well for the 
people of Afghanistan, but we can see that none of those money are spending for the people of Afghanistan, 
as my colleagues yesterday also told you that 10% of this money is just going to the pocket of these war lords, 
these fundamentalists, such as Ahili, that is one of two presidents … they did crimes from 1992 to 1996, which 
is really horrible that our people don’t will forget that crimes. After the attack of USA in Afghanistan, they said 
that right now we will bring democracy to Afghanistan, but we can see nothing is really changed in 
Afghanistan: it’s the same situation: everyday rape of women, gang rape, rapines, killings not only of the 
people of Afghanistan, but even the foreign aid workers that coming for the reconstruction in Afghanistan. So, 
we can see that nothing is changed in Afghanistan, but here we want to tell you that these criminals, these 
Islamic fundamentalists should be put on trial for the countless crimes they did in Afghanistan, and as well that 
it should be …, the out coming parliament elections will be in danger and there wont be peace, security, and 
democracy in Afghanistan, until this criminals will not pot on trial. So we want that UN give strong attention on 
Afghanistan and assure that these war lords put on trial for the countless crimes they did for Afghanistan and 
as well to take a control over the all agencies of United Nations, especially over the NGOs, which spend their 
money for the people of Afghanistan, for the reconstruction of Afghanistan, not put for their pockets and to 
build personal spaces in different …of Afghanistan. Thank you.  
 


